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ABSTRACT: Condensation particle counter (CPC) instruments are
commonly used to detect atmospheric nanoparticles. They operate on
the basis of condensing an organic working fluid on the nanoparticle
seeds to grow the particles to a detectable size, and at the size of few
nanometers, their efficiency depends on how well the working fluid
interacts with the seeds under the measurement conditions. This study
models the first steps of heterogeneous nucleation of two working fluids
commonly used in CPCs (diethylene glycol (DEG) and n-butanol)
onto two positively charged seeds, ammonium bisulfate and
tetramethylammonium bromide. The nucleation process is modeled
on a molecular level using a combination of systematic configurational
sampling and density functional theory (DFT). We take into account
the conformational flexibility of DEG and n-butanol and determine the
key factors that can improve the efficiency of nanoparticle measurements by CPCs. The results show that hydrogen bonding
between the seed and the working fluid molecules is central to the adsorption of the first DEG/n-butanol molecules onto the seeds.
However, intermolecular hydrogen bonding between the adsorbed molecules can also enhance the nucleation process for the weakly
adsorbing vapor molecules. Accordingly, the heterogeneous nucleation probability is higher for working fluid−nanoparticle
combinations with a higher potential for hydrogen bonding; in this case, DEG and ammonium bisulfate. Moreover, conformational
analysis and methodology evaluations indicate that the consideration of adsorbate conformers and step-wise addition of the vapor
molecules to the seeds is not essential for qualitative modeling of heterogeneous nucleation systems, at least for systems where the
adsorbate and seed chemical properties are clearly different. This is the first molecular-level modeling study reporting detailed
chemical reasons for experimentally observed seed and working fluid preferences in CPCs and reproducing the experimental
observations. Our presented approach can be likely used for predicting preferences in similar nucleating systems.

1. INTRODUCTION

Airborne ultrafine particles (UFPs, diameter <100 nm) exist in
many atmospheric and industrial environments1−3 and play an
important role in, for example, cloud condensation nuclei
formation and air pollution,4,5 affecting cloud properties and
human health.6,7 A large fraction of the atmospheric UFPs
originates from secondary pathways of clustering and con-
densation of vapors.8 Therefore, the dynamics of such molecular
processes should be accurately quantified, starting from small-
sized clusters to understand and control UFP formation.
Nearly all experimental methods widely used to detect the

dynamics of sub-10 nm nanoparticles rely on heterogeneous
nucleation, a process in which a vapor condenses onto seed
particles.9 Condensation particle counters (CPCs) based on this
process typically operate so that the flow containing the particles
of interest is saturated with vapor at high temperatures and is
subsequently cooled down to create vapor supersaturation.10,11

In the supersaturated cold section of the instrument,
heterogeneous nucleation and vapor condensation take place

and the particles are grown to optical sizes for laser-based
detection. The most common condensable vapors used in CPCs
are butanol, water, and diethylene glycol (DEG), for which
various reactor geometries have been designed.
The general characteristic of a CPC is its detection efficiency

curve: heterogeneous nucleation probability of the sample
particles as a function of particle size. Typically, the most
important parameter considered to determine heterogeneous
nucleation probability is the particle size (lower nucleation
probability for smaller particles), while several studies have
demonstrated that chemical interactions between the particles
and the condensing vapor strongly affect the nucleation
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probability at constant particle size.12−16 Uncertainty in the
detection efficiency curve results in uncertainty in the measured
nanoparticle concentrations, especially in systems where
secondary particle formation takes place, and this deteriorates
the accuracy of the inferred aerosol dynamics.
Of specific interest, especially in the field of atmospheric

sciences, is vapor condensation onto hydrocarbon seeds, as
experiments have demonstrated that heterogeneous nucleation
onto any substance other than hydrocarbons is more
favorable.14,16,17 Unfortunately, atmospherically relevant hydro-
carbon production methods have been mostly used only in
single laboratory experiments, and CPCs are typically calibrated
using metal particles or salts, but a significant fraction of
atmospheric nanoparticles in the boundary layer (particularly in
forest environments) are expected to be mainly composed of
oxidized hydrocarbons.18 Therefore, accurate particle concen-
tration measurement in environments where the particle
composition is expected to be hydrocarbon dominated
(especially in the sub-5 nm size range) remains a challenge.9

Before attempting to model heterogeneous nucleation on top of
poorly characterized and complex hydrocarbon surfaces, we
need to investigate if our modeling methods are capable of
reproducing experimental trends for the well-characterized
seeds for which accurate data are available. Experimental studies
have reported a larger heterogeneous nucleation probability of
ammonium sulfate clusters compared to alkyl halide clusters at
constant electrical mobility either with DEG or butanol as the
condensing vapor.14,19,20 On the other hand, DEG has been
shown to be able to grow ions at 1 nm (mobility diameter) even
at close to unity efficiency,13,21 while high-efficiency detection
with butanol is typically limited to somewhere around 2 nm.16

Molecular-level modeling approaches have been used to study
atmospheric clustering but have not been applied directly to
processes relevant in the current CPCs. Oh et al.22 showed
negative charge preference in water nucleation using small-
ensemble umbrella sampling Monte Carlo (MC) simulation,
andNadykto et al.23 demonstrated negative charge preference in
binary water−sulfuric acid nucleation by applying quantum
chemical modeling (density functional theory (DFT) calcu-
lation at the PW91PW91/6-311++G(3df,3pd) level). Kurteń et
al.24 studied the binding preferences of sulfuric acid to other
atmospherically relevant molecules through DFT and ab initio
quantum chemical calculations at the RI-MP2/aug-cc-pV(T
+d)Z//BLYP/DZP and MP2(full)/6-311++G(3df,3pd) levels
of theory. Zhang et al.25 observed enhanced sulfuric acid−
ammonia nucleation in the presence of glycolic acid by adopting
a combination of DFT calculations at the M06-2X/6-311+
+G(3df,3pd) level and Atmospheric Clusters Dynamic Code
(ACDC) for cluster distribution modeling. Wang et al.26

reported improved sulfuric acid−water nucleation in the
presence of formaldehyde through cluster sampling by the
Basin-Hopping structure search algorithm, DFT studies at the
PW91PW91/6-311++G(3df,3pd) level, and modeling by
ACDC. The quantum chemical modeling methods used in
these studies are applicable to the first steps of heterogeneous
nucleation as well, which is the purpose of this study in the
context of particle detection in CPCs.
We investigate the first steps of condensation of two

condensable vapors commonly used in CPC-based measure-
ments (n-butanol and DEG) onto positively charged ammo-
nium bisulfate and tetramethylammonium bromide clusters of
approximately the same volume. The aim is to understand in
detail why the ammonium bisulfate clusters are more effective

seeds than tetramethylammonium bromide clusters when using
both DEG and n-butanol as the condensing fluid and also why
DEG condenses more effectively on both of these seeds
compared to n-butanol.

2. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
To model the starting steps of the heterogeneous nucleation
process, an affordable but reliable computational level,
representative seed models, different conformers of the DEG
and n-butanol compounds, and an efficient nucleation
simulation method were required. For the selection of the
computational level, we compared different computational
methods, which had all been previously used to model either
ammonium bisulfate or tetramethylammonium bromide
clusters or ion pairs. The most commonly used ab initio and
density functional theory (DFT) methods in such studies
include B3LYP,27−32 CAM-B3LYP,33 M06-2X,28 ,34

MP2,27,28,32,35−37 PW91PW9138,39 (or PW9127,28,34), and
ωB97X-D.40 In the literature, these methods have been used
along with various basis sets. Here, the def2-TZVP41,42 basis set
was applied as themain basis set to all methods because of its low
computational cost and high accuracy.43 The choice of the
computational level was justified by evaluating the outlined
methods and several additional basis sets against experimental
data or CCSD(T) calculations on the ion-pair binding energy
and the geometry (structure) of the involved molecules or
clusters. Throughout this study, all DFT and MP2 calculations
were carried out using Gaussian 16, Revision A.03,44 while the
DLPNO-CCSD(T) energies were computed usingOrca 4.1.1.45

Figure S1 and Table S1, respectively, compare the geometry of
the optimized molecules and the calculated ion-pair binding
energies with the experimental data or the CCSD(T) results
reported using the largest basis set. As can be seen from Figure
S1, all tested computational levels can predict the free molecular
geometries with high precision. However, Table S1 suggests that
MP2/def2-TZVP is the most accurate level of theory for the
prediction of ion-pair binding energies. Since MP2 calculations
are too demanding for the largest clusters studied here, the next
best method, i.e.,ωB97X-D/def2-TZVP, was chosen as the final
computational level. It should be noted that ωB97X-D has been
previously identified as an efficient and highly accurate hybrid
functional for the prediction of thermochemical and molecular
properties46 as it can treat both dispersion (long-range electron
correlation) and electrostatic interactions appropriately.47

Nevertheless, while DFT methods such as ωB97X-D may not
be accurate enough for a quantitative treatment of clustering and
chemical reactions, some studies employing a combination of
DFT calculations, coupled cluster energy corrections, detailed
balance, and kinetic gas theory collision rates48 for modeling of
homogeneous nucleation have shown that DFT-based calcu-
lations can nevertheless result in good agreement with
experimental particle formation rates. This implies that DFT-
based cluster energetics can be sufficiently reliable, especially for
qualitative insight into differences between chemical systems.
We note that the clustering “barriers” discussed here are
thermodynamic rather than kinetic, as no covalent bonds break
or form during the clustering processes studied here, and they
are unlikely to be associated with transition states in the sense of
chemical kinetics.
To simulate the experimental nucleation process, positively

charged seeds with approximately equal volumes were
compared. To generate seed (cluster) structures from the
constituent ions, a systematic configurational sampling
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method49 was followed. In this approach, the construction and
optimization of the seed clusters were broken into four steps. In
step one, the artificial bee colony (ABC) algorithm implemented
in the ABCluster 1.4 program50,51 was employed to generate 500
local minima (LM) structures for each seed type. The ABC
algorithm was first used to guess 700 starting configurations.
Next, 4 scout bees were evoked to search the created population
space in pursuit of the most stable LM structures. In each cycle,
the scout bees continued searching and regenerating config-
urations 200 times. The energy of each generated structure was
computed as the sum of Lennard-Jones (LJ) and Coulombic
energy terms. The Coulombic interactions were computed
based on the charges retrieved from atomic polar tensor (APT)
calculations at the ωB97X-D/def2-TZVP level using the
optimized cluster constituents. The LJ parameters were adopted
from different sources, i.e., the studies of Olsen et al.52 (for
DEG) and Cerar et al.53 (CHARMM, for n-butanol), and
Dreiding force field54 (for bromide, tetramethylammonium,55

ammonium, and bisulfate). At this stage, the molecules were
kept rigid (i.e., all intramolecular bond lengths, angles, and
dihedrals were all kept fixed). Of all generated molecular
configurations, the 500 structures with the lowest energy values
were passed to the second step. In this step, these 500
geometries were optimized using the low-cost, fast, and robust
GFN-xTB56 semiempirical method as implemented in the XTB
6.0.1 program.57 An energy cut-off of 100 kJ mol−1 was
employed, structurally highly similar configurations were filtered
out, and a maximum of 35 structures were passed on from this
step to the third step. In the third step, the remaining structures
were reoptimized at the ωB97X-D/6-31+G* level. In this step,
the harmonic frequencies of all structures were also computed to
verify the local minima nature of the structures. In the last
configurational sampling step, seven of the reoptimized
geometries with the lowest Gibbs free energies (G) were
selected and reoptimized at the ωB97X-D/def2-TZVP level.
Among the seven geometries, the structure giving the lowest G
value was finally accepted as a representative seed structure for
the actual clustering simulations. The lowest energy
(NH4

+)4(HSO4
−)3 (shorthand notation for this cluster is

A4B3; volume is 233.261 cm3 mol−1) and ((CH3)4N
+)3(Br

−)2
(shorthand notation for this cluster is T3B2; volume is 292.943
cm3 mol−1) geometries were chosen as representative seed
structures. (The volumes were computed using a 0.001 electrons
Bohr−3 isosurface at the ωB97X-D/def2-TZVP level; the
standard setting in the Gaussian 16 program.) The obtained
A4B3 structure is compared with the previously reported A4B3
structures in Figure S2. The figure demonstrates that the applied
configurational sampling method is successful in finding the
global minimum structure of the seeds. All calculated and
reported thermochemical values in this study refer to 298.15 K
and 1 atm reference pressure.
We next generated a representative set of conformers for the

DEG and n-butanol molecules. This is necessary since the
lowest-energy conformer in the gas phase may not be the lowest-
energy conformer when adsorbed at a seed surface. n-Butanol
has 14 unique conformers, which have been presented and
studied in detail by Black and Simmie58 and Moc et al.59 For
DEG, to the best of our knowledge, no previous study has fully
explored the conformational space, and most studies have been
restricted to the lowest-energy conformer. Therefore, extensive
dihedral scanning and frequency calculations were performed on
the DEG structure reported by Olsen et al.52 to find the various
DEG conformers. Many of the identified conformers converged

into their enantiomeric counterparts with identical energies.
Therefore, only the conformers with distinctive G values were
used here (see Figure 1). After having the complete list of n-

butanol and DEG conformers, 5 conformers of each organic
compound were selected based on their energy and geometry
diversity (including both the lowest- and highest-energy gas-
phase conformer, and 3 additional conformers with as different
structures and potential H-bonding patterns as possible), and
the clustering simulations were performed using these con-
formers. The five selected n-butanol and DEG conformers are
shown in Figure 1.
After preparing the required starting structures, the nucleation

process was simulated by adding the DEG and n-butanol
conformers to the seeds. Ten clusters containing one of the
A4B3 or T3B2 seeds and one n-butanol or DEG conformer were
generated using the configurational sampling method described
above (application of the ABC algorithm, optimization of the
generated LM geometries using GFN-xTB, filtering of results,
reoptimizing the structures at theωB97X-D/6-31+G* level, and
refiltering and reoptimizing at the ωB97X-D/def2-TZVP level).
The adsorbate−seed cluster with the lowest adsorption Gibbs
free energy (ΔG) was selected for the next step. Importantly, the
adsorption ΔG values of all conformers were calculated with
respect to the energy of the most stable (lowest energy) DEG
and n-butanol conformers in the gas phase (i.e., C1 and TGt,
respectively). Next, the four selected A4B3/DEG, A4B3/n-
butanol, T3B2/DEG, and T3B2/n-butanol clusters were treated

Figure 1. Geometries of the distinctive conformers of DEG (C1 to
C10) and the selected five conformers of n-butanol (TGt, GTg′, GGt,
GG′g, and GGg) optimized at the ωB97X-D/def2-TZVP level of
theory. The values refer to the Gibbs free energy (kJ mol−1) of the
structures at 298.15 K and 1 atm relative to the lowest-energy geometry.
The DEG structures selected for further studies are highlighted.
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as single molecules in the ABC configurational sampling with
APT charges being recalculated for the clusters, and five DEG or
n-butanol conformers were again separately added to them,
generating 10 clusters for each system using the same
configurational sampling approach. Again, the lowest free
energy structure was selected for each (seed)(adsorbate)2
system and passed to the next step, in which a third molecule
was added in exactly the same way. In other words, at each stage,
20 separate sets of configurational sampling calculations were
run to form 20 clusters, each containing one A4B3 or T3B2 seed
and one to three molecules of DEG or n-butanol (with five
conformations of each considered in each step). In parallel to
this “step-wise” approach, we also separately investigated the
clustering of the most stable n-butanol (TGt) and DEG (C1)
conformers as well as the surprisingly weakly adsorbing n-
butanol conformer (GTg′). These calculations were performed
as described above, but just one conformer of n-butanol or DEG
was used in each step. For the generation of the (seed)-
(adsorbate)2 and (seed)(adsorbate)3 clusters, we also studied
the outcome of adding all adsorbate molecules to the seeds
“simultaneously” (instead of adding one at a time as described
above) through the described configurational sampling method.
The purpose of these calculations was both to gain more
understanding of the structural factors affecting the heteroge-
neous nucleation process and to evaluate the magnitude of the
effect of conformer selection on the final results. Furthermore,

natural bond-orbital analysis (NBO) was performed on the
resultant seed−DEG/n-butanol clusters at the ωB97X-D/def2-
TZVP level to gain insight into the seed−molecule interactions
and understand the reasons behind the different performances of
the two seeds. The NBO outputs were also analyzed to depict
the charge transfer trends driven by the adsorption of DEG and
n-butanol on the two seeds in the form of electrostatic potential
(ESP) surfaces.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The first process in the growth of nanoparticles (seeds) to
detectable size is the adsorption of one single or several working
fluid molecules onto the sample seeds. Figure 2 shows the free
energies (ΔG) for the adsorption of different n-butanol and
DEG conformers onto the two studied seeds. For the DEG
conformers, the values lie between−38.3 and−60.1 kJ mol−1 on
T3B2 and −46.1 and −67.9 kJ mol−1 on A4B3, while for n-
butanol the adsorption free energies range from −5.8 to −21.1
kJ mol−1 for T3B2 and from −22.3 to −28.1 kJ mol−1 for A4B3.
Clearly, both seeds adsorbDEGmore strongly compared with n-
butanol. Also, it is evident that A4B3 outperforms T3B2 in the
adsorption of both organic adsorbates. In other words, the
lowest ΔG values (i.e., the strongest adsorption modes) are
observed for the adsorption of DEG conformers on A4B3 and
the highest ΔG results (i.e., the weakest adsorption modes) are

Figure 2. Adsorption mode of DEG and n-butanol on ((CH3)4N
+) (Br−)2 (T3B2, the gray panels) and (NH4

+)4(HSO4
−)3 (A4B3, the green panels).

The binding Gibbs free energy of the organic adsorbates are given in kJ mol−1. The blue dotted lines represent strong hydrogen bonding.
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associated with the adsorption of the n-butanol conformers on
the T3B2 seed.
These computational results cannot be directly compared to

experimental observations, as CPCs measure the particles that
have grown beyond the critical seed-working fluid cluster size,
and the nucleation process is inherently dynamic. To simulate
nucleation dynamics, we would first need to know the size and
composition of the critical cluster (corresponding to the free-
energy barrier for nucleation). However, the critical cluster size
(and even the very existence of a nucleation barrier) is highly
dependent on the conditions, most importantly, the super-
saturation. At low supersaturations, nucleation is associated with
a high barrier (and a large critical cluster), while at high enough
supersaturations the barrier disappears (and the critical cluster
then contains just one working fluid molecule). Performing
dynamic simulations for all possible supersaturation conditions
is computationally extremely demanding, as very large cluster
sizes would need to be included. The exact supersaturations
corresponding to CPC measurements are also difficult to
quantify for many vapors (specially DEG), and the super-
saturations can change inside the instrument, making a
quantitative comparison impossible even if the simulations
could be performed. In this study, we therefore focus on
comparing the first steps of the heterogeneous nucleation
process for the four studied systems, and we use equilibrium
cluster properties to qualitatively compare the seed−vapor
nucleation probabilities. Weak seed−vapor interactions (result-
ing in high free energies of clustering) lead to the evaporation of
the vapor molecules before collision and adsorption of further
vapor molecules, while the reverse is true for strong seed−vapor
interactions. In addition, the formation free energy of the critical
cluster depends on seed−vapor (and vapor−vapor) interactions,
which are already present also in the smallest seed−vapor
clusters, and reflected in their thermodynamic properties.
Our modeling results are thus in line with the experimental

results mentioned in the introduction,14,19,20 assuming that the
heterogeneous nucleation of the ((CH3)4N

+)3(Br
−)2

(i.e.,T3B2) clusters is similar to the nucleation of other alkyl
halides with longer alkyl chains. Thus, the chemical preference
of both butanol and DEG to ammonium bisulfate over alkyl
halides is well supported by the experimental findings. An exact
quantitative experimental comparison of DEG and n-butanol as
working fluids is not straightforward as the inferred preferences
are based on the heterogeneous nucleation probability that is
dependent on the supersaturation inside the instrument.
Retrospective analysis of the true supersaturation field inside
the instruments is challenging, but we can make a comparison at
least to one experimental study,19 in which the supersaturation
inside the instruments was fixed such that homogeneous
nucleation was just barely starting to take place. This tuning
was used to make the observed size-resolved heterogeneous
nucleation probabilities comparable between different instru-
ments operating with different working fluids. The computa-
tional results of this study indeed replicate the preferences
observed in ref 19, in which DEG nucleation is more preferable
than butanol for both ammonium bisulfate and alkyl halides,
while also ammonium bisulfate nucleation is more preferable
than alkyl halide nucleation with both DEG and butanol.
According to Figure 1, the two seeds also act differently

toward the various conformers of n-butanol and DEG. For
instance, A4B3 adsorbs C1 most strongly (C1: ΔG = −67.9 kJ
mol−1 vs C9: ΔG = −46.1 kJ mol−1) while T3B2 can adsorb C5
the best (C5: ΔG = −60.1 kJ mol−1 vs C9: ΔG = −38.3 kJ

mol−1). In general, both seeds show some level of selectivity
during the adsorption of the DEG conformers, but they
distinguish between the various n-butanol conformers to a less
extent. The only exception to this is the adsorption of GTg′ on
T3B2. Eventually, the ΔG values of GG′g, GGt, GGg, and TGt
adsorption on T3B2 fall within the range of −14.9 to −21.1 kJ
mol−1, with TGt giving the best ΔG value (−21.1 kJ mol−1).
However, GTg′ adsorption on T3B2 gives a significantly
different ΔG value (i.e., −5.8 kJ mol−1) even though the ΔG
value of this conformer is close to the ΔG results of the other
conformers for A4B3. Therefore, the results displayed in Figure
1 raise several questions: Why do the seeds prefer adsorbing
DEG?Why A4B3 outperforms T3B2?What makes GTg′ adsorb
weakly on T3B2? To answer these questions, the geometries,
thermodynamics of adsorption, and the underlying interactions
were studied in detail.
A close look at Figure 2 shows that T3B2 conserves its

structure upon adsorption of the DEG and n-butanol con-
formers. However, the constituents of the A4B3 seed rearrange
slightly to enable stronger interaction with the adsorbates.
Generalizing somewhat, it seems that T3B2 needs a balanced
(symmetrical) distribution of its (CH3)4N

+ constituents around
the axial Br− anions to retain its stability. In addition, the large
size of the (CH3)4N

+ cations restricts the adsorption of the DEG
and n-butanol adsorbates. On the other hand, the components
of A4B3 can rearrange into various configurations (including
different H-bonding patterns) while conserving their structural
stability (see Figure S2 for examples of some stable A4B3
configurations). These structural differences may cause the
difference in the adsorption performance of the two seeds.
We further analyzed the binding thermodynamics to separate

entropic contributions (resulting from, e.g., structural flexibility)
from enthalpic contributions related to the binding energies.
Table 1 reports the zero-point energy corrected electronic
energy (ΔE), potential energy (ΔU), enthalpy (ΔH), and
entropy (ΔS) of DEG and n-butanol adsorption on the two
seeds, in addition to theΔG values outlined in Figure 2. As with
all clustering or association processes, the adsorption of all
conformers on both seeds is enthalpy driven, as the entropy
changes are always negative due to the loss of rotational and
translational degrees of freedom. Furthermore, the contribution
of the −TΔS term to ΔG (ΔG = ΔH − TΔS) only varies by a
maximum of 6.6 kJ mol−1 from one seed to another. Therefore,
the structural properties of the seeds (like their ability of
hydrogen bonding) and the relevant interaction types, which
affect adsorption enthalpy, might be the key to the observed
differences, but structural flexibility does not have a crucial
effect.
Because experimental nucleation probabilities can in principle

be biased by homogeneous nucleation of the condensing fluid,
the obtained adsorption enthalpies were compared with the
vaporization enthalpies ΔHvap of DEG (55.1−59.8 kJ mol−1 at
273−540 K) and n-butanol (20.8−51.6 kJ mol−1 at 236−523
K).60 As expected, the adsorption enthalpies were much lower
than the condensation enthalpies (minus one time the
vaporization enthalpy), demonstrating that the heterogeneous
process is much more favorable. This is not surprising as CPCs
would fail if homogeneous nucleation dominated heterogeneous
nucleation. It should be added that at sufficiently high vapor
concentrations (irrelevant to CPC operating conditions),
homogeneous nucleation would dominate over heterogeneous
nucleation.
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n-Butanol is inherently more volatile than DEG (as reflected
by the difference in vaporization enthalpies), and DEG
condensation is thus more favorable if the vapor concentrations

were equal. However, the preference of the studied seeds for
DEG heterogeneous nucleation over n-butanol heterogeneous
nucleation follows primarily from stronger seed−DEG inter-
actions rather than from stronger self-clustering by DEG. This is
demonstrated by the fact that the difference between the DEG
adsorptionΔH values and the DEG−ΔHvap is much larger than
the corresponding difference for n-butanol.
NBO analysis was performed on the seed−adsorbate clusters

giving the best ΔG values (i.e., A4B3/C1, T3B2/C5, A4B3/
TGt, and T3B2/TGt), in addition to the T3B2/C1 cluster and
clusters, including the GTg′ conformer, which gives an
exceptionally highΔG value for adsorption on T3B2. According
to the NBO results (Tables 2 and S2), the interaction of DEG
and n-butanol with both seeds is mainly driven by strong
hydrogen bonding. The hydrogen-bonding interactions are
associated with charge transfer from the lone-pair (LP) orbital of
the hydrogen-bonding donors (such as the oxygen atom of
HSO4

−, any of the DEG/n-butanol oxygen atoms, or the Br−

anions) to the antibonding σ-type (σ*) orbital of the hydrogen-
bonding acceptors (like the OH moiety of DEG, n-butanol or
HSO4

−, the NH moiety in NH4
+, and CH in (CH3)4N

+). In
general, the higher the charge transfer between the hydrogen
bond donors and acceptors, the higher the strength of the
resultant hydrogen bonds. In T3B2, the best hydrogen-bonding
donor is Br−. Consequently, substantial charge transfer occurs
from the LP orbitals of the Br− anions to the σ*(OH) orbitals of
n-butanol and DEG. In the A4B3/DEG or n-butanol cluster, the
most efficient hydrogen-bonding donor is the LP(OOH) orbital
of DEG or n-butanol, which transfers substantial charge to the
σ*(NH) of the ammonium cations. Nevertheless, other types of
charge transfer, mainly dispersion interactions, also help the
adsorption process. However, their contribution is not as
significant as hydrogen-bonding-related charge transfer. The
most noticeable nonhydrogen bonding interactions refer to the

Table 1. Thermodynamics of One DEG (Conformers C1, C3,
C5, C9, and C10) or n-Butanol (Conformers GG′g, GGt,
GTg′, GGg, and TGt) Molecule Adsorption on the
(NH4

+)4(HSO4
−)3 (i.e., A4B3) and ((CH3)4N

+)3(Br
−)2 (i.e.,

T3B2) Seeds, at the ωB97X-D/def2-TZVP Levela

adsorbate ΔE ΔU ΔH ΔG ΔS
((CH3)4N

+)3(Br
−)2

C1 −114.9 −112.9 −115.4 −55.8 −199.8
C3 −109.3 −108.2 −110.6 −49.3 −205.8
C5 −118.7 −117.2 −119.6 −60.1 −199.6
C9 −93.7 −90.7 −93.2 −38.3 −184.0
C10 −102.6 −101.9 −104.3 −44.6 −200.4
GG′g −59.1 −54.9 −57.4 −14.9 −142.6
GGt −70.5 −67.4 −69.9 −19.0 −170.6
GTg′ −51.8 −47.6 −50.0 −5.8 −148.5
GGg −69.0 −65.7 −68.2 −19.5 −163.1
TGt −68.1 −63.9 −66.4 −21.1 −152.0

(NH4
+)4(HSO4

−)3
C1 −120.0 −118.5 −120.9 −67.9 −178.0
C3 −118.9 −119.6 −122.1 −60.1 −207.8
C5 −120.1 −119.4 −121.9 −56.4 −219.8
C9 −102.4 −100.8 −103.3 −46.1 −191.8
C10 −128.8 −129.8 −132.3 −67.5 −217.1
GG′g −66.8 −63.3 −65.8 −22.3 −145.7
GGt −72.9 −69.9 −72.4 −23.9 −162.8
GTg′ −64.7 −60.6 −63.1 −25.4 −126.2
GGg −72.9 −69.9 −72.4 −23.9 −162.8
TGt −75.7 −72.8 −75.3 −28.1 −158.3

aΔE, ΔU, ΔH, and ΔG are in kJ mol−1, while ΔS is in J mol−1. All
data refer to 298.15 K and 1 atm.

Table 2. Second-Order Perturbation Energies (E(2) Stabilization Energy; kJ mol−1) Associated with Charge Transfer from
(Donor)/to (Acceptor) NBOs of DEG (Conformers C1 and C5) and n-Butanol (TGt Conformer) Adsorbed on the
(NH4

+)4(HSO4
−)3 (i.e., A4B3) and ((CH3)4N

+)3(Br
−)2 (i.e., T3B2) Seeds in the Form of NBO Type(atom/

bondunit)seed or adsorbate
a

(NH4
+)4(HSO4

−)3 ((CH3)4N
+)3(Br

−)2

from to E(2) from to E(2)

C1 C5
LP(OHSO4

)seed σ*(OHOH‑1)C1 10.2 LP(BrBr)seed σ*(OHOH‑2)C5 5.3

LP(OHSO4
)seed σ*(OHOH‑2)C1 12.6 LP(BrBr)seed σ*(OHOH‑1)C5 53.1

LP(OHSO4
)seed σ*(OHOH‑1)C1 8.5 LP(BrBr)seed σ*(OHOH‑1)C5 6.9

LP(OHSO4
)seed σ*(OHOH‑2)C1 14.1 LP(BrBr)seed σ*(OHOH‑2)C5 71.6

σ*(SOHSO4
)seed σ*(OHOH‑1)C1 4.4 LP(OOH‑1)C5 σ*(CHTMA)seed 8.2

σ*(SOHSO4
)seed σ*(OHOH‑2)C1 4.5 LP(OOH‑1)C5 σ*(CHTMA)seed 6.6

LP(OOH‑2)C1 σ*(NHNH4
)seed 9.1 LP(OOH‑2)C5 σ*(CHTMA)seed 12.9

LP(OOH‑2)C1 σ*(NHNH4
)seed 115.3

LP(OOH‑1)C1 σ*(NHNH4
)seed 10.7

LP(OOH‑1)C1 σ*(NHNH4
)seed 97.5

TGt TGt
LP(OHSO4

)seed σ*(OHOH)TGt 6.2 LP(BrBr)seed σ*(OHOH)TGt 74.3

LP(OOH)TGt σ*(NHNH4
)seed 8.6 LP(OOH)TGt σ*(CHTMA)seed 12.6

LP(OOH)TGt σ*(NHNH4
)seed 133.9 LP(OOH)TGt σ*(CHTMA)seed 4.3

aThe energy threshold of 4.2 kJ mol−1 (=1 kcal mol−1) is considered. In DEG, the hydroxyl and ether O atoms are respectively distinguished as
OOH‑1 (and OOH‑2) and Oc. TMA represents (CH3)4N

+. Note that similar units in the seeds are not distinguished.
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charge transfer from the σ*(SO) orbitals of HSO4
− in A4B3 to

the σ*(OH) orbitals of C1.
Another fact highlighted in Tables 2 and S2 is that the ΔG

values are directly correlated with the extent of charge transfer
associated with hydrogen bonding. The sum of the E(2)

stabilization energies, and even the number of significant charge
transfer arrays, are higher for A4B3 (relative to T3B2) and DEG
(relative to n-butanol). To be more specific, both DEG (with 3
oxygen atoms) and A4B3 (with multiple oxygen and nitrogen
atoms and numerous N−H and O−H bonds) have a higher
number of hydrogen-bonding donor and acceptor orbitals. That
is why the seeds prefer adsorbing DEG, and A4B3 outperforms
T3B2. One question still remains: What makes the GTg′
conformer adsorb so weakly on T3B2? Based on Figure 2, the n-
butanol conformers require maximal contact with the Br− and
(CH3)4N

+ ions for effective adsorption. However, the specific
conformer of GTg′ forces its alkyl tail outwards from the seed.
As an outcome, the strength of charge transfer from T3B2 to
GTg′ is reduced, and GTg′ fails in transferring any significant
amount of charge to the T3B2 seed (see Table S2). The case of
T3B2/GTg′ and, in general, the NBO results, clearly suggest
that for any organic compound, both a high potential for
hydrogen bond formation and high conformational flexibility for
maximizing the opportunity of hydrogen bond networking will
assist the growth (and instrumental detection when used as a
working fluid) of inorganic clusters, particularly clusters that are
stabilized through hydrogen bonding.
Furthermore, the NBO results were visualized as ESP surfaces

in Figure 3. As displayed in this figure, the adsorption of DEG
and n-butanol causes some charge transfer trends that cannot be
isolated from each other. In general, the seeds transfer some
positive charge to the DEG and n-butanol molecules.
Simultaneously, the DEG and n-butanol adsorbates transfer
their negative charge accumulated on their hydroxyl and central
oxygen groups to the seeds. The transferred charges redistribute
among the seed components and the adsorbate moieties. In the
end, the adsorbed DEG and n-butanol molecules obtain some
net positive charge, and the N(CH3)4

+ ions share their positive
charge with the adsorbates and the Br− anions partially, the Br−

axis carries lower electron density, the NH4
+ cations (especially

those located near the adsorption site) lose their positive charge
density significantly and the relatively positive charge of the O−
H bonds in the HSO4

− components adjacent to the adsorbates
redistribute to stabilize the adsorbates.
While single-molecule adsorption studies already reveal many

of the key structural features behind heterogeneous nucleation,
we next investigated whether the observed trends also hold for
the adsorption of multiple molecules (allowing for inter-
adsorbate interactions). To answer this question, two additional
DEG and n-butanol molecules were added to the seeds
discussed above. Also, two different approaches were followed
to determine the importance of conformer selection. In the
principal approach, the adsorbates were added to the cluster
with the bestΔG value, step-wise. In the auxiliary approach, two
or three molecules of C1 and TGt (as the most stable DEG and
n-butanol conformers, respectively) were clustered simulta-
neously on the seeds. The process of DEG and n-butanol
nucleation on the two seeds and the associated ΔG values are
shown in Figures 4 and S3. Also, the detailed thermodynamics
results are reported in Tables 3, 4 and S3. As seen in Figures 4
and S3, A4B3 and DEG give lower ΔG values throughout the
process, and the adsorption free energies remain strongly
negative. Therefore, we expect the A4B3/DEG cluster to grow
more efficiently than the others, while the T3B2/n-butanol
cluster likely needs higher vapor concentrations to be detected.
Comparison of Figure 4 with Figure S3 and, also, Tables 3 and

4 with Table S3 demonstrates that while the thermodynamics
details are sensitive to the approach used to generate the
molecule-seed structures (for example, cumulative ΔG is
obtained as −55.0 and −53.8 kJ mol−1 for T3B2/TGt/TGt
using the step-wise and simultaneous configurational sampling
approaches, respectively), the qualitative results do not depend
on the choice of the adsorbate conformer and sampling method.
Therefore, in qualitative studies on heterogeneous nucleation of
relatively simple organic compounds on ionic seeds, conforma-
tional flexibility and step-wise addition of the adsorbates can be
neglected. However, quantitative studies are advised to follow
the step-wise approach because the most stable conformer does

Figure 3. Changes in the charge density of the n-butanol and DEG adsorbates (conformers TGt, C1, and C5) upon adsorption on the
((CH3)4N

+)3(Br
−)2 (i.e., T3B2, the gray panels) and (NH4

+)4(HSO4
−)3 (A4B3, the green panels) seeds, based on ESP analysis. Themost positive and

negative parts are, respectively, shown using the blue and red colors.
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not necessarily give the true cluster structure. For instance, the
nucleation of DEG and n-butanol on the A4B3 and T3B2 seeds
follows the following path

DEG: A4B3 A4B3/C1 A4B3/C1/C5 A4B3/C1

/C5/C1

→ → →

DEG: T3B2 T3B2/C5 T3B2/C5/C5 T3B2/C5

/C5/C9

→ → →

n butanol: A4B3 A4B3/TGt A4B3/TGt/GGt

A4B3/TGt/GGt/TGt

− → →
→

n butanol: T3B2 T3B2/TGt T3B2/TGt/TGt

T3B2/TGt/TGt/GGt

− → →
→

As the simultaneous configurational sampling approach is
sufficient for qualitative analysis, the effect of temperature on
the first steps of the nucleation process was studied by focusing

on the C1 and TGt containing clusters, considering the typical
operating temperature of CPCs (278−288 K). The results in
Figure 5 clearly show that the preference of the A4B3 seed and
DEG is not temperature sensitive over the temperature range of
278.15−298.15 K. Also, the reduction of temperature has the
same effect on the four cluster sets; it improves C1 and TGt
adsorption on the A4B3 and T3B2 seeds mainly by decreasing
entropy contribution.
Finally, NBO analysis was performed on the clusters with two

or three adsorbate molecules. The results are summarized in
Tables S4 and S5. Similar to the one adsorbate−seed NBO
results, the main interaction involved in the growth of the
clusters is hydrogen bonding. Again, the hydrogen bonding
between the A4B3 seed and the DEG adsorbate is stronger than
for any of the other combinations. Another important finding
highlighted by the NBO results and Figures 4 and S3 is that the
DEG or n-butanol molecules adsorbed on the seeds can also
interact with additional adsorbate molecules. In the case of
A4B3, there are many efficient adsorption sites available.
Therefore, the DEG and n-butanol molecules prefer to attach

Figure 4. Adsorption mode of one to three molecules (left to right) of DEG (A) and n-butanol (B) on the ((CH3)4N
+)3(Br

−)2 (i.e., T3B2, the upper
panels) and (NH4

+)4(HSO4
−)3 (i.e., A4B3, the lower panels) seeds. The values under each panel are the cumulative ΔG values of DEG or n-butanol

adsorption at 298.15 K and 1 atm, in kJ mol−1. The blue dotted lines represent strong hydrogen bonding.
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to various parts of the A4B3 seeds. However, T3B2 does not
provide many efficient adsorption sites. Consequently, the
adsorbed DEG and n-butanol molecules, which have the

potential of hydrogen bonding, assist the adsorption/nucleation
process through hydrogen bonding to the adsorbing DEG and n-
butanol conformers. In other words, when the seeds themselves

Table 3. Thermodynamics of Two DEG or n-Butanol Adsorption on the (NH4
+)4(HSO4

−)3 (i.e., A4B3) and ((CH3)4N
+)3(Br

−)2
(i.e., T3B2) Seeds Using the Most Stable Seed−DEG/n-Butanol Clusters (T3B2/C5 and A4B3/C1 for DEG and T3B2/TGt and
A4B3/TGt for n-Butanol), at the ωB97X-D/def2-TZVP Levela

cumulative step-wise

adsorbate ΔE ΔU ΔH ΔG ΔS ΔE ΔU ΔH ΔG ΔS

((CH3)4N
+)3(Br

−)2
C1 −218.2 −214.1 −219.0 −100.5 −397.7 −99.5 −96.9 −99.4 −40.3 −198.1
C3 −220.0 −216.8 −221.8 −101.2 −404.4 −101.3 −99.6 −102.1 −41.1 −204.8
C5 −219.5 −214.6 −219.5 −107.2 −376.6 −100.8 −97.4 −99.9 −47.1 −177.0
C9 −199.6 −195.5 −200.5 −81.1 −400.4 −80.9 −78.3 −80.8 −20.9 −200.8
C10 −202.0 −196.7 −201.7 −87.8 −381.8 −83.3 −79.5 −82.0 −27.7 −182.2
GG′g −133.3 −126.0 −131.0 −36.8 −316.0 −65.2 −62.1 −64.6 −15.7 −164.1
GGt −135.8 −128.7 −133.6 −41.3 −309.6 −67.8 −64.8 −67.2 −20.2 −157.7
GTg′ −130.4 −122.9 −127.8 −37.6 −302.5 −62.4 −59.0 −61.4 −16.6 −150.5
GGg −135.8 −128.7 −133.6 −41.6 −308.6 −67.8 −64.8 −67.2 −20.6 −156.6
TGt −140.5 −133.3 −138.3 −43.0 −319.6 −72.4 −69.4 −71.9 −21.9 −167.6

(NH4
+)4(HSO4

−)3
C1 −232.2 −228.6 −233.6 −121.2 −376.9 −112.2 −110.1 −112.6 −53.3 −199.0
C3 −230.7 −228.6 −233.6 −116.5 −392.9 −110.7 −110.2 −112.7 −48.6 −215.0
C5 −234.2 −232.5 −237.5 −121.7 −388.4 −114.3 −114.1 −116.5 −53.8 −210.5
C9 −216.7 −213.0 −218.0 −111.6 −356.9 −96.7 −94.5 −97.0 −43.7 −179.0
C10 −226.6 −223.4 −228.4 −114.5 −382.0 −106.6 −105.0 −107.5 −46.6 −204.0
GG′g −140.0 −134.3 −139.3 −45.1 −315.8 −64.3 −61.5 −64.0 −17.0 −157.5
GGt −142.9 −137.3 −142.2 −49.6 −310.8 −67.2 −64.5 −66.9 −21.5 −152.5
GTg′ −141.6 −136.4 −141.4 −41.7 −334.4 −65.9 −63.6 −66.1 −13.6 −176.2
GGg −140.5 −134.9 −139.9 −45.9 −315.2 −64.8 −62.1 −64.6 −17.8 −156.9
TGt −147.2 −142.0 −146.9 −47.4 −333.9 −71.5 −69.2 −71.6 −19.3 −175.7

aΔE, ΔU, ΔH, and ΔG are in kJ mol−1, while ΔS is in J mol−1. All data refer to 298.15 K and 1 atm.

Table 4. Thermodynamics of Three DEG or n-Butanol Adsorption on the (NH4
+)4(HSO4

−)3 (i.e., A4B3) and ((CH3)4N
+)3(Br

−)2
(i.e., T3B2) Seeds using the Most Stable Seed−DEG/n-Butanol Clusters (T3B2/C5/C5 and A4B3/C1/C5 for DEG and T3B2/
TGt/TGt and A4B3/TGt/GGt for n-Butanol), at the ωB97X-D/def2-TZVP Levela

cumulative step-wise

adsorbate ΔE ΔU ΔH ΔG ΔS ΔE ΔU ΔH ΔG ΔS
((CH3)4N

+)3(Br
−)2

C1 −320.2 −314.8 −322.2 −141.9 −604.8 −100.7 −100.2 −102.7 −34.6 −228.2
C3 −316.8 −312.3 −319.7 −136.1 −615.7 −97.3 −97.7 −100.2 −28.9 −239.1
C5 −319.4 −313.8 −321.2 −140.8 −605.1 −99.9 −99.2 −101.7 −33.6 −228.4
C9 −326.4 −322.1 −329.6 −144.3 −621.4 −106.9 −107.5 −110.0 −37.0 −244.8
C10 −303.2 −297.6 −305.0 −124.2 −606.7 −83.7 −83.0 −85.5 −16.9 −230.0
GG′g −205.8 −196.3 −203.7 −50.4 −514.2 −65.3 −63.0 −65.5 −7.4 −194.6
GGt −211.0 −202.6 −210.1 −57.8 −510.7 −70.5 −69.3 −71.8 −14.8 −191.1
GTg′ −197.2 −186.4 −193.8 −51.2 −478.2 −56.8 −53.0 −55.5 −8.2 −158.6
GGg −210.9 −202.4 −209.8 −56.6 −514.0 −70.5 −69.0 −71.5 −13.6 −194.4
TGt −199.9 −188.7 −196.1 −55.0 −473.4 −59.4 −55.4 −57.8 −12.0 −153.8

(NH4
+)4(HSO4

−)3
C1 −359.4 −358.0 −365.4 −179.3 −624.4 −125.1 −125.5 −127.9 −57.6 −236.0
C3 −339.3 −337.1 −344.5 −163.6 −606.9 −105.1 −104.6 −107.0 −41.9 −218.4
C5 −338.2 −335.0 −342.5 −162.7 −602.9 −104.0 −102.5 −105.0 −41.1 −214.5
C9 −330.3 −325.6 −333.0 −160.8 −577.8 −96.1 −93.1 −95.5 −39.1 −189.3
C10 −344.0 −342.2 −349.6 −168.7 −606.7 −109.7 −109.7 −112.2 −47.1 −218.3
GG′g −197.7 −188.7 −196.2 −58.2 −197.7 −54.8 −51.5 −53.9 −8.7 −151.8
GGt −200.1 −190.4 −197.9 −60.1 −200.1 −57.2 −53.2 −55.6 −10.6 −151.2
GTg′ −203.1 −193.9 −201.4 −60.3 −203.1 −60.1 −56.6 −59.1 −10.7 −162.3
GGg −204.9 −195.7 −203.1 −60.3 −204.9 −61.9 −58.4 −60.8 −10.7 −168.0
TGt −205.3 −196.6 −204.0 −62.4 −205.3 −62.4 −59.3 −61.8 −12.9 −164.0

aΔE, ΔU, ΔH, and ΔG are in kJ mol−1, while ΔS is in J mol−1. All data refer to 298.15 K and 1 atm.
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do not have available adsorption sites for further adsorbates, the
process of cluster growth can continue through adsorbate−
adsorbate interactions. Also, we note that hydrogen-bonding
capability should not be judged solely based on the number of
hydrogen-bonding acceptor and donor groups of the organic
compound because the configuration of the adsorbates around
the seeds is an important factor. For example, Figure 4 shows
that DEG can extend around the seeds while n-butanol might
prefer adsorbing from its hydroxyl head and extending its alkyl
chain outwards. As the alkyl chain is a weaker hydrogen-bonding
acceptor relative to the hydroxyl moiety, the nucleation of n-
butanol can be gradually hindered by the adsorbate layer
covering the seed. Therefore, DEG is expected to be more
efficient in adsorbing the next round of adsorbate molecules
from the gas phase.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We investigated the heterogeneous nucleation of DEG and n-
butanol on (NH4

+)4(HSO4
−)3 and ((CH3)4N

+)3(Br
−)2 seeds

by studying the intermolecular vapor−vapor and seed−vapor
interactions.While this work can be extended by considering the
dynamical aspects of the process (for example, using molecular
dynamics simulation analogous to the studies of Chowdhary et

al.,61 Suh and Yasuoka,62 Radola et al.,63 and Karadima et al.64),
the details of the chemical interactions governing the process
can only be extracted from quantum chemical modeling. Based
on our results, we conclude:

1. Different vapors and vapor conformers do not nucleate on
different seeds similarly. For n-butanol, the TGt and GGt
conformers are preferably adsorbed during the starting
steps of heterogeneous nucleation, while the C1 and C5
conformers are preferred in the case of DEG.

2. The key factor determining the progress of the nucleation
process is the extent of hydrogen bonding. Therefore, the
number of hydrogen bond donors and acceptors controls
the extent of nucleation in seed/vapor systems.

3. When the seed does not offer many potential hydrogen-
bonding sites (like the ((CH3)4N

+)3(Br
−)2 seed), hydro-

gen bonding between the adsorbed vapor molecules can
help stabilizing the cluster.

4. Simulation of the adsorption of the first vapor molecules
on seeds likely predicts the qualitative preferences in
heterogeneous nucleation.

5. Both step-wise and simultaneous adsorbate addition
approaches give the same qualitative results with
insignificant differences in the adsorption thermodynam-

Figure 5.Temperature effect on thermodynamics of one to threeDEG (conformer C1) or n-butanol (conformer TGt) simultaneous adsorption on the
(NH4

+)4(HSO4
−)3 (i.e., A4B3) and ((CH3)4N

+)3(Br
−)2 (i.e., T3B2) seeds, at the ωB97X-D/def2-TZVP Level. The blue, red, and violet bars,

respectively, display ΔH, −TΔS, and ΔG in kJ mol−1, at 1 atm.
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ics. Therefore, studies on heterogeneous nucleation can
follow either of the approaches, at least for qualitative
results.

6. In general, the nucleation probability in the four studied
seed/vapor systems follows the order DEG/
(NH4

+)4(HSO4
−)3 > DEG/((CH3)4N

+)3(Br
−)2 > n-

b u t a n o l / (NH 4
+ ) 4 (HSO 4

− ) 3 > n - b u t a n o l /
((CH3)4N

+)3(Br
−)2. This order does not change with

temperature over the temperature range of 278.15−
298.15 K.

7. Agreement of the modeling results with experimental
observations suggests that our CPCmodeling approach is
applicable to heterogeneous nucleation on hydrocarbon
seeds.

As the efficiency of nanoparticle detection by CPCs depends
on nucleation probability, together with the facts that the higher
nucleation rate is expected when the vapor molecules are
adsorbed more strongly and that the driving interaction is
hydrogen bonding, the results suggest that CPCs should adopt a
working fluid that has the highest potential of hydrogen bond
formation. The higher potential can be interpreted as the
presence of more hydroxyl, ether oxygen, carboxylic, and
nitrogen-containing functional groups, as well as any other
hydrogen bond acceptor/donor groups. Importantly, a higher
potential of hydrogen bonding during heterogeneous nucleation
also means a higher potential of homogeneous nucleation of the
vapor molecules. Though heterogeneous nucleation dominates
homogeneous clustering of the condensing fluid in CPCs, the
vapor saturation conditions should be adjusted to minimize the
detection error caused by homogeneous nucleation of the
working vapor. Furthermore, in the choice of the working fluid,
the vapors with long alkyl chains are expected to nucleate less
efficiently because the long chains tend to head outwards from
seeds and their lower potency of strong interaction hinders
further growth of the adsorbate shell on the seeds. On the other
hand, the conformational flexibility of the vapor can help in
creating themost stable seeds/vapor complexes and improve the
nucleation process.
As a result, detection is most effective when the seed has many

hydrogen-bonding sites exposed to the vapor molecules and the
seed’s constituents are capable of establishing strong hydrogen-
bonding networks. Also, the ionic nature of seeds can promote
the extent of hydrogen bonding and nucleation. On the other
hand, activation of the seeds with a hydrocarbon nature, many
alkyl groups, and few hydrogen-bonding sites is expected to be
more challenging. Finally, configurational flexibility of seeds
(i.e., the rearrangement possibility of the seed components) can
increase the effectiveness of the interactions and nucleation by
providing an opportunity for the vapor molecules to interact
with less spatial restriction.
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